This deliverable presents the case studies selected for the VECOLIB project. A first category of case studies includes libraries of containers in different programming languages: Ada, C, C++, and Java. The presentation classify these containers on the kind of data structures used to implement the containers (e.g., sequence, tree, associative arrays) and on their use of the dynamic storage facility.

A second category of case studies includes programs using libraries of containers. These programs are representative for the use containers in Ada and C programs.
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1 Libraries of Containers

1.1 Containers by Languages

Most of the existing imperative programming languages provide libraries of containers. We present below a commented list of the libraries freely available (with GPL or LGPL license) for Ada, C, C++, and Java.

1.1.1 Containers in Ada and SPARK

The Ada 2012 standard defines a new set of containers comparing with Ada 2005. The source code is available to download at [2] or to browse only at [1]. These libraries are documented in [3, 6].

All the containers are generic, i.e., parameterized by the signature of the data stored. However, some of them allows only instantiation with data of fixed size.

With respect to the size of the container, the Ada containers belong to tree classes:

1. variable size but storing data of definite\(^1\) type,
2. variable size and data of indefinite\(^2\) type, and
3. bounded size storing data of definite type.

In the first two categories, the size is not bounded. The last category is mainly used for high integrity applications, where the dynamic memory allocation is forbidden. The containers are stored in bounded arrays and the library encodes the data structure (vector, tree, map) inside the array.

With respect to the collection organization, the Ada containers belong to tree categories:

- Sequential containers:
  - vectors (files a-convec.ad* for unbounded, a-cobove.ad* for bounded),
  - doubly linked lists (files a-cdlili.ad* for unbounded, a-cbdlli.ad* for bounded).
- Multiway trees: the container encodes trees with an unbounded number of children and a reference to the parent in each children. The implementation of the unbounded version uses alias types\(^3\). The bounded container is encoded using arrays.
- Associative containers:
  - hashed maps (files a-cohama.ad* for unbounded, a-cbhama.ad* for bounded),
  - sets (files a-cohase.ad* for unbounded, a-cbhase.ad* for bounded),
  - ordered maps (files a-coorma.ad* for unbounded, a-cborma.ad* for bounded),
  - ordered sets (files a-coorse.ad* for unbounded, a-cborse.ad* for bounded),
  - and multisets (files a-coormu.ad* for unbounded).

---

\(^1\)A definite type in Ada has fixed size.
\(^2\)An indefinite type in Ada has variable size
\(^3\)Alias types in Ada are equivalent to reference types.
The hash maps and sets are implemented using hash tables with closed addressing (tables of lists). The ordered maps, sets and multisets are implemented using implemented using red-black trees.

- Queue containers over definite types: synchronized and priority queues. These containers are mainly used for concurrent (tasking) applications.

These libraries are not formally specified. However, some of them are very similar to the SPARK containers that come with a formal specification (see the next paragraph).

SPARK provides the following *formal containers*:

- formal doubly linked lists (files `a-cfdlli.ad*`),
- formal hashed maps and sets (files `a-cfhama.ad*` resp. `a-cfhase.ad*`),
- formal vectors (files `a-cofove.ad*`),
- formal indefinite vectors (files `a-cfinve.ad*`) implemented using a special form of dynamic arrays,
- formal maps and sets (files `a-cforma.ad*` resp. `a-cforse.ad*`).

They are all implemented using bounded arrays. The following site [5] provides the code and the axiomatization in WHY3 of these containers.

### 1.1.2 Containers in C

The standard library of C does not provide containers.

The GNOME project provides a rich library of containers called *glib* [22]. The containers are made generic by using as type of elements the `void*` type. The following containers are implemented:

- singly linked lists (files `gslist.*`),
- doubly linked lists (files `glist.*`),
- arrays of elements or of pointers (files `garray.*`),
- hash tables (files `ghash.*`),
- queues implemented by doubly linked lists (files `gqueue.*`),
- sequences implemented by balanced trees (files `gsequence.*`),
- multi-way trees (files `gtree.*` and `gnode.*`).

Although the code is very well documented, there is no formal specification of these containers in some formal language, e.g., ACSL [11].

A formal specification in ACSL of some C containers (heap and vector) is provided in [25]. A notable initiative is the *ACSL by Example* [8] which provides specification in ACSL of a part of the standard C library, mainly the algorithmic part. For the moment, only the stack container is axiomatized.

Other implementations of a standard library of containers for C exists:
SGLIB [4, 26] provides a library to manipulate user-defined types seen as linked lists, red-black trees, or hashed sets and maps. The library uses C macros to implement the container operations on C code. This library is interesting because it provides a generic code without using pointer to functions and void pointers.

CCL [20] provides a library of containers which mainly translates the C++ library STL in C. The implementation provided uses pointers to functions to obtain genericity.

1.1.3 Containers in C++

Several libraries for containers are available for C++, the most known ones being STL [15]. In 2011, the C++ standard has fixed a standard library which contains most of the existing containers. However, there are still other distributions for C++ containers, e.g., Boost [13].

In all these libraries, containers are implemented as C++ templates, so generic by the type of the elements stored.

The C++ standard library: It includes a rich set of containers mainly inspired by the STL an Boost projects described below. The documentation is available at [17]. The following containers are available:

- Sequential containers:
  - array of fixed size (<array>),
  - vector of dynamic size (<vector>),
  - deque (double ended queue) as dynamic array (<deque>),
  - singly linked lists (<forward_list>),
  - doubly linked lists (<list>).

- Container adaptors, by default implemented using deque:
  - stack (<stack>),
  - queue (<queue>), and
  - priority queue (<priority_queue>).

- Associative containers, implemented by rd-black trees:
  - set (<set>),
  - multiple-key set (<multiset>),
  - map (<map>), and
  - multiple-key map (<multimap>).

- Unordered associative containers, implemented by hash tables:
  - unordered set (<unordered_set>),
  - unordered multiple-key set (<unordered_multiset>),
  - unordered map (<unordered_map>), and
  - unordered multiple-key map (<unordered_multimap>).
The code is very well documented in the natural language, but no formal specification is available for the implementations of these containers. Some static analysis approaches, e.g. [12, 7], are using Abstract Data Types specifications for these containers. In [23] specification of STL concepts (aka interfaces) for the container types are formalized using first order logic. The initiative ACSL by Example [8] targets to provide formal ACSL specifications of these libraries.

**The STL library:** The Standard Template Library (STL) has been developed by SGI. The documentation [15] and the source code [16] are available under the GPL license. In addition to the standard containers, the library provides the following one:

- bit vector which is a vector with optimized representation.

**The BOOST library:** is a library released under the Boost Software License, which allows anyone to use, modify, and distribute the libraries for free. The source [14] and the the documentation [13] are freely available. Boost adds to the containers in the standard C++ library the following ones:

- bi-map, where a container may be seen through different interfaces (e.g., both vector and set),
- circular buffer of fixed capacity implemented by an array,
- priority queues implemented by heap-like data structures (binomial heap, Fibonacci heap, etc.),
- intrusive version of the standard containers, where the memory is not dynamically allocated and objects are stored without copy when pushed,
- multi-dimensional arrays of fixed sizes.

1.1.4 Containers in Java

The implementation of containers in Java is freely at several sites, e.g. [21]. The containers implemented are:

- Sequence containers:
  - vector (of dynamic size ArrayList),
  - deque (ArrayDeque),
  - doubly linked lists (LinkedList),
  - bit set (dynamic array of longs, BitSet).

- Associative containers:
  - hash tables (Hashtable) implemented with closed addressing into an array,
  - hash maps and sets (HashMap resp. HashSet) implemented using array of lists or of tree maps,

- Ordered associative containers:
Table 1: Data structures used in container libraries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Array</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>Hash tables</th>
<th>Binary trees</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ada 2012</td>
<td>Bounded containers</td>
<td>doubly linked</td>
<td>maps &amp; sets</td>
<td>ordered maps &amp; (multi-)sets by RBT</td>
<td>multi-way trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARK</td>
<td>formal containers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>array</td>
<td>singly &amp; doubly linked, queues</td>
<td>hash tables</td>
<td>sequences by AVL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C++</td>
<td>array, vector, deque</td>
<td>singly &amp; doubly linked</td>
<td>unordered (multi-)set &amp; (multi-)map</td>
<td>(multi-)set &amp; (multi-)map by AVL or RBT</td>
<td>bi-map, bit vector, heap-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>vector, deque</td>
<td>doubly linked</td>
<td>map &amp; set</td>
<td>map &amp; set</td>
<td>bit set, overlapping hash table &amp; list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- linked hash maps (LinkedHashMap) implemented by linking the elements of a hash map by a doubly linked list,
- tree map and set (TreeMap resp. TreeSet).

As far as we know, there is no formal specification of these containers in some logic formalism.

1.2 Containers by Data Structure

Table 1 classified the containers by the data structures used to implement them.

1.3 Case Studies

The VECOLIB project will focus on the verification container libraries for Ada, SPARK and C languages for the following reasons:

1. The libraries of containers for these languages cover the most used containers and data structures, as proved by in Table 1.
   A notable absence are bit sets or vectors. However, these containers should be easily specified and verified using the current state of the art theories and solvers for bit vectors.

2. The data structures included are still out of the scope of the verifications tools at the present time.

3. The partners of the project (AdaCore and CEA) are interested by having verified container libraries for these languages.
4. The partners of the project (AdaCore and CEA) develop tools for the verification of the programs written in Ada and C. For the Ada programs and libraries, the AdaCore partner provides a translator from Ada to C. So, the final work will consist in verifying C implementation of container libraries specified using some ACL theory.

2 Programs with Containers

In addition to the verification and analysis of container implementations, the VECOLIB project will develop methods for programs using the container libraries. The properties targeted are functional properties on the content of the container.

2.1 Case Studies in Ada

The case studies for containers in Ada will come from the SPARK2014 test suite, which includes several examples using SPARK formal containers. These examples are written in SPARK and some of them have been formally verified using the SPARK2014 toolset. The git repository of SPARK2014 can be accessed anonymously using:

```
```

The test suite can be found in the directory `spark2014/testsuite/gnatprove/tests`. Here are a progressive sample of them, in increasing order of complexity:

- **K624-029__search_list**: a simple search function on doubly linked lists (38 lines). It has been verified automatically.

- **M607-025__rev_stack**: a program using a stack, implemented as an array, to reverse a list (67 lines dealing with lists). It has been verified automatically.

- **K624-029__amortize_queue**: a functional amortized queue made of two vectors (142 lines). Absence of run-time error has been verified automatically, but not the whole functional specification.

- **vscomp2014_partition_functional**: a partial solution to the partition refinement problem of VSCOMP in 2014 [9] using doubly linked lists, vectors and ordered maps (438 lines). This test is not completely verified by the SPARK2014 toolset.

2.2 Case Studies in C

For the C programs, two classes of applications will be considered:

**Memory allocators**: The memory allocators use containers to store the free or occupied list of allocated blocks. Recently, some of thee allocators (e.g., TLSF [19]) have been developed using the Event B method [24], where the data structures of the allocator are modeled using sets and maps. The translation to C uses the containers for sets and maps. The interesting part of these examples is that the data stored by these containers are related by numerical properties, e.g., the data in a set belongs to some interval of values stored as key of a map.
Problems from the Verified Software Competition (VSCOMP): The competition took place for the first time in 2010 [18] and two other editions took place in 2012 [10] and 2014 [9]. Several problems proposed require to use containers: the partition refinement problem, the patience solitaire game, the graph cloning, etc. We will consider C implementations of these problems to test the verification methods developed inside the project.
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